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CHAPTER I
BASIC CONCEPTS
In this chapter, we discuss the elementary results of
Function Analysis. These results are used in development of
the Approximation Theory in subsequent chapters.
Most of the results are proved and terms are defined.
However, because of the size of this thesis the proofs of some
of the theorems are omitted and references are provided.
1.1 Properties of Normed Linear Spaces
Definition 1.1.1
A vector space X over a scalar field F, is a set of
elements called vectors such that for x,y<X and a«F there are
unique vectors x+y and a-x ( X with the following properties:
i) a (x+y) = ax+ay, (a+b)x = ax+bx for a,b € F and x,y< X
ii) X is an abelian group under addition,
idi) (ab)x = a(bx) , 1.x = x where 1 is the identity element
of F under product.
9
Unless stated otherwise F = R in what follows.
Definition 1.1.2
A metric space is a pair ( X,d) , where X is a set
and d is a function defined on X x X such that for all
x.y.ztX the following properties hold:
i) d is a real finite and nonnegative.
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ii) d(x,y) > o and d(x,y) = o if and only if x = y
iii) d(x,y) = d(y,x)
iv) d(x,y) 4 d(x,z) + d(z,y)
Definition 1.1.3
A normed linear space X is a linear space with the
norm function || . || defined on it such that for all x,y < X the
following properties hold:
i) || x || > o and || x || = o if and only if x = o
ii) || ax || = I a | || x || for all a e F and x ( X
iii) || x-hy || ^ llx||+||y|| for x,y< X
Definition 1.1.4
A normed linear space is said to be complete or
Banach if every Cauchy sequence in X converges to a point
in X.
Definition 1.1.5
An inner product space X is a linear space together
with a mapping <.,-> from XxX into the sealer field F such
that for all x,y,z< X and at F the following properties hold:
i) < x,x> ^ o and <x,x> = o if and only if x=o
ii) <x,y> =<~y^r>
iii) <ax,y>= a<x,y>
iv) <x+y,z>= <x,z>+ <y,z>
Remark 1.1.1
a) An inner product on space X defines a norm on X by
x
b) A complete inner product space is called a Hilbert space,
c) Every Hilbert space is Banach space but not vice versa.
Definition 1.1.6
Let X , Y be two normed spaces.
a) A mapping U is said to be isometric if for all xeX we have
|U||X =||u(x)J|Y
b) The space X is said to be isometric' with Y if there exists
a bijective isometric mapping from X onto Y.
Theorem 1.1.1
For any normed space X there exists a complete normed
space W, called the completion of X with a subspace Y that is
isometric with X, and is dense in W. The space W is unique
except for isometries.
Proof:
Reader is advised to refer to Introductory Functional
Analysis by Kreyszig, Wiley 1977.
Definition 1.1.7
a) A nonempty set M in a metric space (X,d) is bounded if the
diameter
b) A nonempty set M in a normed space (X , || . || ) is called
bounded if and only if there exists a positive number
c < co such that II x ||^c for all x<M.
c) A set EcX is called compact if we can select from any
sequence { x } of points of E a subsequence that converges
to a point in E.
Theorem 1.1.2
In a complete normed space X, if the series
oo oo
x; converges then the series x; converges
Proof:
Let Sn = 2 ||xi|| , Sm = I ||xj||
and
n m
Zn = 2 x; , Zm = 2 xj .
Since £ |t xj || converges, the sequence { Sn } converges
isl
Hence, for each £ >o there exists a positive integar N such
that I Sn-Sm I < e whenever m,n > N.






- II Sn-Sm || < e whenever m,n> N.
Since X is complete, the sequence { Zn } converges to an





1.2 Examples of normed spaces
Example 1.2.1
Let C [ a,bJ be the space of all real-valued
functions defined and continuous on a given closed interval
J=[a,b] .
i) The space is metric space with metric d given by
d(x,y) = Max | x(t) - y(t)| for all x,y<C [a,b]
ii) C [a,b] is normed space with norm defined by
x II = Max | x(t) | for all x t C [ a,b]
iii) c[a,b] is a Banach space.
iv) c[a,b] is not an inner product space.
Example 1.2.2
Let L2 [ a,b] be the space of all real-valued
functions defined on the interval J = [ a,bj such that if
2 r -, f b I







i) The space L [ a,b] is a metric space with
d(x,y) = [ |x(t)-y(t) |2 J\
2 r "i
ii) The space L [a,bj is a normed space with norm
J •
iii) The space L [ a,b] is a Banach space,
iv) The space L ta>^1 ^s a complete inner product space
with inner product given by
b
<x,y> = / x(t)
a
Hence, it is a Hilbert space.
Example 1.2.3
Let 1°° be the space of all sequences
of complex numbers such that
Uj"
Cx for all j ' s.
.00
i) The space 1 is a metric space with
d(x,y) = sup u.-v
■j J
\jheve x=(ul,n2,u3, ) and y=(v1«v2'v3' ••■)•
ii) The space 1°° is a complete normed space with the norm
x sup u.
j € N ' J
iii) The space I00 is not an inner product space,
Example 1.2.4
Let lp— space be the space of all sequences
x=(u1,u2,u3,...) of numbers such that
oo
£ Uj P <^ 00 .
J-l
i) The space 1P is a metric with
d(x,y) = u.-v.
P I P




iii) The space 1^ with P^2 is not an inner product space,










Let { u. } , and ( v. } 1 be two sequences of any




















This is called Holder inequality.
Proof
The proof is omitted here, and the reader is advised
to refer to Functional Analysis by Kantorovich and Akilov,
Pergamon Press, 1964.
Remark 1.2.1


















Let X,Y be linerar spaces. The U:X—>Y is called a
2
linear operator if for all x,y in X and a*R , we have
U(x+y) = U(x) + U(y) and U(ax) = aU(x).
Definition 1.3.2
Let X and Y be two normed spaces and let U:X *Y be
a linear operator. ThenU is said to be bounded if there
exists k such that
||u(x) || ^ k ||x|| for all xeX.
Definition 1.3.3
Let U:X—»Y be an operator (linear or not) and let X,Y
be two normed spaces. ThenU is said to be continuous at
x ( X if for each £ "> o there is 8 *> o such that
o ' '
||u(x)-U(xo)|| < e whenever ||x-xj|< 5 .
U is said to be continuous if it is continuous at every point
x ( X.
Definition 1.3.4
Let U:X »Y be a linear operator, where X and Y are
normed spaces. Then U is said to be relatively compact
operator if for every bounded subset M of X, U(M) is compact.
It is compact or completely continuous if U(M) is compact.
Definition 1.3.5
Let U:X >Y be a linear operator, where X and Y are




- XfX II X I
|x|| / o
Remark 1.3.1
If U is bounded then
with ||u||- min ( k: ||u(x)||^ k ||x|| for all xtX )
Definition 1.3.6
A linear functional f on X is a linear operator
f:X *R2 .
Theorem 1.3.1
Let U:X »Y be a linear operator, where X and Y are
normed spaces. Then
i) U is continuous if and only if U is bounded,
ii) If U is continuous at a point xQrX then U is continuous
everywhere.
Proof
i) Let XfX. If U is bounded then there exists k >o
such that
||u(x)-U(xo)|| = ||u(x-xo)||^ k ||x-xo|| .
Fore>o, let 5 = -|- . If || x-xj| < 8 then
|| U(x)-U(x ) II <[e ■ This shows the continuity of U. Con
versely, let U be continuous. If U is not bounded then there
exists a sequence x such that
Hu(xn)||> n ||xn||
10




Moreover II Z II = -—*o. This shows that U is not continuous
' II n 11 n
at o.
ii) We simply show that if U is continuous at xQ, it is
bounded. For £>-o, there exists 5 >o such that
|| U(x)-U(xo)||< e if || x-xo||<5.
Let y«.X such that y^O. Let x = 8 y + x so that
- xQ || = _^_<8- Consequently,
U(x) - U(xo) || < e. Hence ||u(y)||
This implies ||U(y)||< k ||y || for all y, where


























Let U:X »-Y be linear operator, where X and Y are
normed spaces. Then U is continuous at xo(X if and only
if for each sequence { x. } in X that converges to xQ, the
11
sequence {U(x*)} converges to U(xo).
Proof;
If U is bounded and x^ ^xQ then there exists k *>■<
such that
|| U(xn) - U(xo)||<^ k Hxjj-Xq for n ^ 1.
This shows that IK^)—>U(x0).
Conversely, let the condition be satisfied. If U is not
bounded then there exists ^ such that
II U(xn)||>n || ^ || for n ^1. Note x^ o for n^l.
Now if z^ = xh then || zn|| = i_>.o, and ||u(zn)]|> 1.
n 113c*-t 11 ^
Thus, U(zn)-/-^o. This contradicts the hypothesis.
Theorem 1.3.4
Let U2:X—>Y, U|:Y—^Z and U:X—>X be bounded
linear operators, where X, Y and Z are normed spaces. Then
Proof:
It is easy to verify that UiU^rX-^Z is linear bounded
operator if l^.U^ are bounded and linear. Moreover,
Thus,
U1U2
«i II II "all II-II =INIIMI
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To prove ||un ||. ^ ||u ||n , we use the first part with
U-^ = U2 and then induction.
Definition 1.3.7
Let X be a normed space. Then the normed linear space




is called the dual space of X.
Definition 1.3.8
Let I fn I be a sequence of bounded linear functionals
on a normed space X. Then
i) j fn [ is strongly convergent if there is feX' such
that j|fn - f II >.o.
ii) j fn J is weakly convergent if there is ffX' such that
fn(x) - f(x) for all x«X.
In this case we write f—w—*f .
n
Next two results are used in the development of the
approximation theory later. The results are mentioned without
proofs for which references may be made to Functional Analysis
by Kantorovich and Akilov, Pergamon Press, 1964.
Theorem 1.3.5
Let U:X »Y be a linear operator, where X and Y are
normed spaces. If the equation U(x) = y has a solution for
13
each yrY and there exists a positive number m such that
l|u(x)|| > m || x || for every xrX, then U has linear
inverse U~ which satisfies
II U * II "^ m
Theorem 1.3.6
A necessary condition for a subset E of a normed
linear space X to be compact is that for every sequence j fn
of bounded linear functionals converging weakly to zero, we
have f (x) *o uniformly on E.
n n
1.4 Linear Operators in a Hilber Space
Definition 1.4.1
i) A vector space X is said to be direct sum of two subspace
Y and Z if each xfX has a unique representation
x = y + z with yrY, zrZ.
We represent this fact by X = Y ® Z and call Z an algebric
complement of Y in X.
ii) The orthognal complement of Y is defined by
Y1 = { z<x/zXY }
Definition 1.4.2
a) Let X be a normed linear space and P:X—>X be a linear
operator such that P = P. Then P is called a projection.
b) If X is a Hilbert space and the range and the null spaces




If p is projection on a normed linear space X, then
the following bold.
a) The range space of P is the set of fixed points.
b) The space X is the direct sum of the range and the null
spaces.
Definition 1.4.3
a) Let U:H^—?H£ be a bounded linear operator, where H^,^
are Hilbert spaces. Then-the operator U*:H2—>% such
that <U(x),y>= < x,U*(y) >.
is called Hilbert-adjoint of U.
b) Let U:H—>H be linear operator where H is a Hilbert
space. Then U is said to be
i) Self-adjoint if U* = U,
ii) Unitary if U is bijective and U* = U"1,
iii) Normal if UU* - U*U.
Remark 1.4.2
If U is self-adjoint then < U(x) ,y > = < x, U(y) >.
Theorem 1.4.1
Let P:H—yH. be a projection, where H is a Hilbert space,
Then P is orthogonal if and only if P is self-adjoint.
Proof:
Let P be an orthogonal projection so that its range
space R(P) and N(P) are orthogonal and X = R(P) # N(P).
Let x»yf x> then from the projection theorem there exist
unique representations
x = x-l + X£ and y = y^ + yo where x^, yw R(P) and X£,y2 ( N(P).
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Noting that P(x,) = x, , P(y-i) = y-,, we have
P(x),y>
and
x,P(y)"^>.This shows that P is self-Hence <^ P(x) ,
adjoint.
Conversely, let P be self-adjoint. If xt R(P) and
y ( N(P) then
< x,y>= <J(x),y>- <(x,P(y)^>= <x,o ^>= 0.
This shows that R(P)1N(P) and hence P is orthogonal.
Definition 1.4.4
Let U:lp »lr be a linear operator where U is
determined by the matrix :
all a12 "* * alk '•*
a12 a22 * *■ a2k
Let x = ( £r f2, ^,..) ( 1P y -





ik if i^ n , k< m







Let Un and Unm be linear operators determined by [a] n and
EA] nm respectively.
Theorem 1.4.2
A necessary and sufficient condition for the linear
operator U to be completely continuous is that
U, ■+U or U
n
n ^00




lim ||un - U11 = 0 or lim || Unm - u||= 0.
n—fCD n ,m—>od
Proof
A reference may be made to Functional Analysis by
Kantorovich and Akilov, Pergamon Press, 1964.
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Definition 1.4.5
Let U:X *X be a linear operator from a normed space
X to itself. Then the equation of the form
x - XU(x) = y , x,y ( X
is called equation of the second kind.
Definition 1.4.6
A bounded periodic function x(t), of period 1, is a
function associated with an integral over the interval [ o.lj
i.e., /x(t)dt such that the following conditions are satis-
o
fied:
i) / )_ax (t) + bx (t)J dt = a /x(t)dt + bj x?(t)dt,
o ^ o
a, b are constants,
ii) If x(t)^o in [o,l] then o/x(t)dt^.o.
I i
iii) Q/x(t+to)dt - 0/x(t)dt , to is any real number .
I i
iv) o/x(l-t)dt = Q/x(t)dt.
v) If xQ(t) = 1 then /xQ(t)dt = 1 .
CHAPTER II
GENERAL APPROXIMATION THEORY FOR THE
EQUATIONS OF SECOND KIND
2.1 The Approximate and Exact Equations
Let X be a complete subspace of a normed space X. Let
A A
P be an operator projecting X onto X such that P(X)=X and
P2=P.
Thus, for all x<X, P(x) = P2(x) which implies x = P(x)
where P(x) = x ( X. Therefore, P does not change the element
of X. Consider the following two equations of the second
kind. The first is in the space X representing the exact equa
tion
(2.2.1) F(x)=x-AU(x)=y.




Here U and U are bounded linear operators in X and X
A
respectively and x ( X, xtX.
Definition 2.1.1
Let U, U and P be defined as above. If for every
x ( X the inequality
(2.1.3) II PU(x)-U(x) ||^ o. || x ||
is satisfied, then U and U are said to be neighboring operators,
18
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where a is independent of x.
Theorem 2.1.1
The inequality (2.1.3) is equivalent to
(2.1.4) || PF(x)-F(x) ||<|\|a . || x ||
where F and F are linerar operators defined by (2.1.1) and
(2.1.2) respectively.
Proof:







PF(x)-F(x)= A [PU (x)-U(x)] .
Therefore,
||PF(x)-F(x)|l =U|||PU(x)-U(x)||^ |A|a||x|| .
Conversely, from above we have
\ [PU(x)~ U(x)]=PF(x)-F(x) f
which implies
M||PU(X)-U(X)|| = l|PF(x)-F(x)||^ Ufa Hxll .
Therefore,
Definition 2.1.2
If for xfX there is xfX such that
(2.1.5) Ilu(x)-X
20
then we say that the elements of the form U(x) can be
A
approximated closely by elements of X. Here a, is indepen
dent of x.
Definition 2.1.3
If y<X is the free term of (2.1.1) and there exists
y(X such that
(2.1.6) lly-y||< a2 \\y\\,
then we say that there is a close approximation for the free
term of the exact equation. a2» in general, depends on y.
Theorem 2.1.2
Let T:X—>Y be a linear operator, where X and Y are
normed spaces. Assume that for each yfY there exists an x<X
such that
||T(x)-y||< q || y |1 and || x ||^ M || y
where q<l and M is constant. Then the equation
(2.1.7) ' T(x)=y
has a solution xcX satisfying
(2.1.8) ||
1-q
In other words, solubility of (2.1.7) follows from its
approximate solubility.
Proof:
We use the method of exhaushion.




Moreover, for y2 there is x2 such that
^ q ||y2|| and || x2 H^: M
If y3=y2-T(x2), then
||||^ q2 || yx || and
For y- there is x« such that
||y3||-||y2-T(x2)||-||y -t(x1+x2)||^ q2||y|||
and || x3ll < M||y3|| ^ Mq23l |
Continuing this way we get
and






= M II yj II Y7"~ > since
CO
Thus, by theorem 1.1.2, we conclude that y x» converges
00
Therefore if x= % X: then
i1
22
From (2.1.9), limy=o. Letting k—>oo in (2.1.10)
n
we get o=y-j.-T(x). Since y, =y, this gives T(x)=y. In other
words, x is a solution of (2.1.7) that satisfies (2.1.8).
2.2 The Approximation Theorems
Theorem 2.2.1
Let the inequalities of definitions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 be






has a solution x* for any ytX with
(2.2.3) ||x
and
(2.2.4) M-(l+ \\\a{) ||F-
Proof:
It is sufficient to show that the conditions of the
theorem 2.1.2 are satisfied for the equation (2.2.2) with the
given values of q and M. Consider the equation F(x)=y, and
let x be a solution for this equation. Then x -F"'(X) •
o °
If xQ=z+y then (2.1.1) gives
F(xo)=X5-AU(xo)=y
Thus z=AU(xo) and hence U(xQ)=^.
A
From definition 2.1.2 there exists xQ such that
23
This gives || z-z ||^ | A| axllxjl
Let x=z+y. We show that x satisfies theorem 2.1.2
|lF(x)-PF(x)|| = llF(x)-P(y)l| =||F(x)-PF(xo)||
^ || F(x)-PF(x)|| + ||PF(x)-PF(xo)||
= ||F(x)-PF(x)|| + ||PF(x-xo)||
||x-x




Moreover, II F(x) -PF(x)
Therefore,
F(x)-P(J)|| - || F(i)-y
+IIPF ll U| a
= q ||y|| with q given by (2.2.1)
Thus we have
and JL||y
where q and M are defined by (2.2.1) and (2.2.4) respectively
Corollary 2.2.1
Let the operator U be such that the existence of a
24
A A
solution of (2.2.2) for every y*X implies its uniqueness.
A
Then given the conditions of theorem 2.2.1, F has linear in
verse such that
(2.2.5) || F-<||<£ M .
Proof:
By hypothesis of the corollary there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the elements _ yfX and the solutions
x* of (2.2.2). Thus the existence of F"1 is guaranteed.
We show that F"1 is linear and satisfies (2.2.5).
Let xj , xj be two distinct solutions of (2.2.2). Then
because of one-to-one correspondence there exist y,, y? and
yx ¥ y2 such that F^) _ ** and
But F(xf+X2) -
Hence,
Similarly, f-'^ = aF^ This implies F"1 is linear.
From theorem 2.1.3, || x* ||^ _M_ || y
Consequently,
JLl|y|| for each y
Now,
The following theorem gives the error between the




Let the inverse of F exist and the inequalities of
definitions 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 be satisfied. If (2.1.1)
has a solution x* then
(2.2.6) II x*-x*||^ p II x*||
where x* is the solution of the equation (2.1.2) and
(2.2.7) P-2 | X| a ||F-'|| +(a, |A| +a2 ||Fl|)(l+ ||f-'PF||).
Proof:
We show that we can find an xfX approximate to x*.
In other words, we show that there exists xfX such that
(2.2.8)
where
(2.2.9) 6 =min ( I, o, |X| +o£ ||f|| ).
Take y, zfX such that the inequalities of definitions 2.1.1
and 2.1.2 are satisfied. In other words, since y=F(x*),
and
_ ^ v A . a
Let x=Az+y.
«2|!f










Thus x satisfies |lx*-x ||£ £ ||x*|| with B- min ( I ,a | A| +a2I|fI|).
If x =F~' PF(x) then we have
+||x-xo|| +||xo-x*
x*-x H is given above and other two terms of the right side
are calculated below.
x-xJ I =Hf-'F(x)-F-PF(x)|| -Hf"1 (f(x)-PF(x)
F-'|| II F(x)-PF(x) ||
F-' || |A|o ||x || from theorem 2.1.1.
Now,




From theorem 2.2.1 there exists a solution x* for equation
(2.2.2) such that F(x*)=y. Then by (2.1.1)





llx*-x* ||^ £ l|x*|| + IIf-' II |Aj a (l+£) ||x*|| + Hf-'PfHe
This gives
(2.2.10) llx*-x*|l< [IIf-'H |a| o(i+6)+e(i+Hf-'pi
Since £^1 and £ ^a, |A| +a2 ||f|| (2.2.10) gives
£ p ||x*|| where p is given by (2.2.7)
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Remark 2.2.1
If p<l then ||x*-x*||< 1 |lx*
^ 1-P
To see this we observe that
II x*ll^; iix*n +|| x*-x* II.
Therefore, (2.2.6) gives
llx*-x*|| < p Ilx*||+p ||x*-x*|| and hence the result.
Suppose we have a sequence of the approximate equa
tions giving a sequence of approximate solutions. Then the
A A
operators U, F, P and the constants a , a^, a^, q, P,E all
depend on n.
Theorem 2.2.3
Let the following conditions be satisfied for each n.
i) The operator F satisfies the hypothesis of corollary
2.2.1.
ii) F~' exists and is linear,










then the sequence of the approximate equations are soluble and






Since P =P ,
n n
P I >1 for each n. From theorem
n I! '
2.2.1 for sufficiently large n, we can find q such that
and equation (2.1.2) is soluble for each n. From the
conditions of corollary 2.2.1 we have
Hence, { F~ ) is uniformly bounded.
^
1 n
From (2.2.7) and (2.2.6) we have
; 4|A|M||x>Hla(n)+U!(l+||F-'PnF||)!|X*!| if
4lA|M||x*














If we use llJT"1!^ 2M and l+&n^2 in (2.2.10)





where B^=4M |\|||x*|| and B/ = ||x*||(l+2M ||F||).
Moreover, conditions (2.2.11)a, (2.2. ll)b and (2.2.11)c become




Let F have a linear inverse and let the inequalities
of definitions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 be satisfied. Let also the fol
lowing condition hold:
(2.2.15) r=Ula(l + |Xla,) ||F-'||+ |a| a, (|+ ||f-' PF||) <^ |.
Then the operator F has a linear inverse such that
1 + llF-1 P|| + UU II F-' H + llF-'PFll .
Proof:
Let x* be an element in X. Then x* is a solution of
F(x)= F(x*). From definition 2.1.2 we can find xfX such that
U(x*)-x|k
30








where £ given by
(2.2.16) £ sfUla, + 1|f(x*)11
A A
Consider the equation F(x)=F(x*). Let the approxi
mate equation for this equation be F(x) = PF(x*) with a solu
tion x* = F"1 PF(x*).
By substituting from (2.2.16) in (2.2.10) we have




= r ||x*|| + [||F-'|| |A|a +I+||f-' PF ||] ||f(x*)||
where r as given by (2.2.15).
But




Fran theorem 1.3.5 with
1 -r
m =
we find that F has linear inverse such that
f-'||< i+IIf-'pII+IIf-' a
1-r
Suppose the inequality of definition 2.1.3 is satis
fied only for large constant a~ • In other words, we can not
A
find an element in X as a close approximation to the exact
solution of (2.1.1). To resolve this difficulty take x=y+z
where XfX and y is the free term of (2.1.1).
From (2.1.1) we have
F(z)+F(y) = F(z+y) = x+ y - AU(z) - AU(y) = y
= z-AU(z) + (y- AU(y))
= y' +y-AU(y).
From (2.1.1) we have
(2.2.17) F(z) = z- AU(z) = y' .
Therefore,
y' + y + Au(y) = y and hence _y_f = U(y).
A
Consequently from definition 2.1.2, for every








(2.2.18) || y' -
Thus for y1 we can find yeX such that
II y' -yll^ a*||y||, where «£-|M V
This means that the inequality of definition 2.1.3 holds for y1
with
If x* is a solution of (2.1.1) then x*=y+z* and z*
is a solution of (2.2.17).
But the approximate equation of (2.2.17) is given by
(2.2.19) F(z)=P(y') = APU(y).
If z* is a solution of (2.2.19), then z* is an approxi
mate solution of (2.2.17). Hence x1 = y +z* is an approximate
solution of (2.1.1) with error given by
||x*-x'|| - || z*+y-y-z*|| = ||z*-Z*|| .
From theorem 2.2.2, ||z*-z*||^ p || z*|| with p defined by
(2.2.7) and
Hence,
||x*-x'|| = ||z*-z*||^ p




Let x* be a solution of equation (2.1.1). Assume
that F"1 exists and is linear and the inequalities of defini
tions 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 hold. Then,
(2.2.20) ||x*-x'|K p1 ||x*||
where p1 is given by
(2.2.21) p'= |X|[a|(|+ ||f-Pf||) + | A |a|| F- || (\\ U || + a,
Proof:
From (2.1.1) we have
F(x*) -x*- XU(x*) = y.
Then




Hence, from definition 2.1.2 there exists _z_ such that
u(x*) -i_||^ a\ H*ll
Therefore,
Let z =FHP7(z) and let z* and z* be solutions of (2.2.17) and
(2.2.19) respectively. Then
and





^ | | F-1 PF | | | | z* - z | |^ |A| a, | | F- PF| | | | x*| | .
Now
||z-zJ| =|| F-F(z) - F-'PF(z)||
A
a I I F"»| | . || z




• ■ ■ ■ \ /
Therefore,
| |x* - x'| | =|| z* + y - z* - y| | = | | z* - z*\ |
.< II z* - z|| + || z - ^ || + || K - z*
x*|H- |X|2« ||F"» II (II U|| +«,)|| x*
a, ||F
= |X | [al(||F-'PF || + 1) + |x|a||F-'
= P' ||x*U'
where p' is defined by (2.2.21).
Remark 2.2.3
If the approximate equation (2.1.2) is constructed
from (2.1.1) by replacing U by PU, then we have to replace F
by PF to get
||PU(x) - U(x) 11= 0 -
In other words, the inequality of definition 2.1.1
is satisfied with a = 0. Therefore the statements of theorems
2.2.1 through 2.2.5 become simpler.
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Theorem 2.2.6
Let the following conditions be satisfied:
i) X is complete space,
ii) Pn >I on X,
iii) U is completely continuous.
Then the corresponding sequences { a" }, { a£ }
that appear in definitions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 respectively, can be
chosen in such a way that each converges to zero.
Proof:
Consider the unit sphere E of the space X.
Since U is completely continuois, U(E) is compact.
Thus from theorem 1.3.6
P >I uniformly on U(E).
Let in^ be defined by
(2.2.22) sup ||Pn(z) - z||= a^n) .
zfU(E)
Hence a^ >0. For each x we choose PnU(x)
such that the following inequality is satisfied:
||U(X) - PnU(x)||^ if Hxll .
Since P U(x)f X with ay , conditions of definition
2.1.2 hold. Let if = \\y - Pn(y)|| • Then cftp—>0 and
P7I
(2.2.23) ||y-Pn(y)|| = ^iNl'
Since Pn(y)( Xn, a^> satisfies the inequality of
definition 2.1.3. Thus by choosing ^ , a(n) as above we
see that theorem holds.
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Remark 2.2.4
If the spaces X and X coincide then the inequalities
of definitions 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 are satisfied with
U - U \\< a and «,= a0 = 0.
CHAPTER III
APPROXIMATION THEORY IN DIFFERENT SPACE
FROM THE ORIGINAL SPACE
3.1 Transformation of the Approximate Equation
A
Let XC.X be a complete subspace of X.
Let Ao be a one-to-one linear operator mapping X onto the
complete space W. Since Ao is 1-1 and onto, it is
guaranteed that A~ exists and is linear. Let A be a linear
extension of Ao from X onto W such that Ao and A coincide
on X.
Let P be a projection of X onto X with P2 = P.
A
We note that P does not change the elements of X. Let us
define A by the following relation:
(3.1.1) A = AOP
so that
(3.1.2) P = A^A.
A A
Since AQ is one-to-one and onto, for each x<X there
exists an element x *W such that
(3.1.3) AQ(x) = x and x = Aq1(x) for xf X, x e W.
From (2.1.2), (3.1.2) and (3.1.3) we have:
1(xF A-!(x) = A-l-)-\UAo1( ) = A^
Applying Ao to both sides, we get




(3.1.4) F = AoFA"1 , U = A^JA"1 and A(y) = y,
then the above reduces to
(3.1.5) F(x) = x - AU(x) = y.
Thus the approximate equation (2.1.2), in the subspace
A
X is transformed to an equivalent equation (3.1.5) in the
space W.
Since the definitions 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 do not contain
the operators U and P they are unchanged in the new situation.
But form definition 2.1.1 and equation (3.1.4) we respectively
have
IIPU(x) - U(x)||< a ||i||
and U = P£lVAo.
Therefore,
"1U(3.1.6) HA^AlKx) - A Ao(x)||x:a ||
Let the inequality (3.1.6) be satisfied if and only
if the following inequality
II AUCx) - UAo(x)||^ a ||£||
is satisfied. Then we have to take a such that
(3.1.7) «= allA"1!! •
Thus definition 2.1.1 can be transformed to the fol
lowing definition:
Definition 3.1.1
If for every xt X, the inequality
(3.1.8) l|AU(x) - UAo(x)||^ a ||x||
with a m -2—
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is satisfied then the operators AU and UAO are said to be
neighboring operators.
Theorem 3.1.1
The inequality (3.1.8) is equivalent to
o(3.1.9) ||FA (x) - AF(x)||<C a
Proof;
Applying A on (2.1.1) we get
AF(x) = x - XAU(x).
From (3.1.4) we have
UAO = AOU.
Applying Ao to (2.1.2) and Ao to (3.1.4) and then using the
results together, we get
FAq(x) = Ao(x) - XUAo(x).
Consequently,
||FAo(x) - AF(x)|| = ||A0(x) -\UAo(x) - A(x) +AAU(x)||
^ |A|||AU(x) - UAo(x)||
Conversely, let || FAQ(x) -
Then,
||AU(x) - UAo(x)|| = ||AF(x) + A(x) - A(x) - FAo(x)
X
1 ||AF(x) - FAo(x)||
UJ a ll^ll =«
Remark 3.1.1
A _
If we take AQr*)= X then inequalities (3.1.8) and
(3.1.9) respectively become:




3.2 The Approximation Theorems
Theorem 3.2.1
Let the conditions of definitions 3.1.1 and 2.1.2 be
satisfied. Assume that the operator F has a linear inverse and
(3.2.1) q-
Then the equation
(3.2.2) F(x) = y
has a solution x* for every y«W with
(3.2.3) ||x*||^ _MJ|y,|
and
(3.2.4) M-(1+Ur «,)l|Ao|||| A;1)) // F
Proof:
From theorem 2.2.1 the equation
F(x)=A-l(y)
has a solution x* that satisfies (2.2.3), (2.2.1) and (2.2.4) for
every A^l(y) ( X. Let x**« A"1^*) . Then,
FA-^x*) =A"1(y) this implies AQf'Ao1(5E*) = y .
From (3.1.4) we have
F(x*)= y .
Thus (3.2.2) has a solution for every y ( W.
Now we show that x* satisfies (3.2.3) with M and q given
by (3.2.4) and (3.2.1) respectively.
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115*11 = l|Ao(x*)|| <C ||A
M ||AO|| || A^Cy)!^ JlJ|Ao
1-q "*" 1
1-q
lJ || II A"1
-q
To replace q by its equivalent q in the new situation,





M - M||AO || || A;111 = (1+ UlVllAoH || A"1!! || F" X| |
and
Corollary 3.2.1
Let the operator U be such that the existence of a
solution of (3.2.2) for every y(W implies its uniqueness.





The existence and linearity may be easily seen as in
the proof of Corollary 2.2.1.




Since x* = F(y=), we have ||f(7)||< JL ||y|| • Hence
^ 1-q
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sup II^H ^ __ ^^ ||||
"q
Theorem 3.2.2
Let the inequalities of definitions 3.1.1, 2.1.2 and
2.1.3 be satisfied, and let F"1 exist. Assume that (2.1.1)
and (3.1.5) have solutions x* and x* respectively. Then
(3.2.6) |fx* - A-^x*)!!^ p
where p is given by
(3.2.7) p= (l+e) |A| 5 IIAq-'-f-1 I) + e(i + ^
Moreover, e satisfies
(3.2.8) E < °!Ul+ a2 IIF 11 .
Proof:
We show that there exists A~x(x) = xeX such that
(3.2.9) || x* - A"1^)!!^ e ||x*||
and e satisfied (3.2.8).
There exist z.yf X such that
||U(X*) - z||^ ox |jx*||
and
Hy-ylK a2 \\y\\4 ai 11*11
Use of x* in (2.1.1) gives x* = Au(x*) + y.
Now if we let x = Az+y = Aq (x) then
II x* - A51(x)||4 ||AU(x*) + y -
|A| ||U(x*) - z
Thus we have
(3.2.10) || x* - A-^x)!!^ e ||x*||
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where
E = min(l,|x| oL+ o2l|F








x*||+ UlirA^F^Ilallxll + llA^F^AFllell x*
But Hllll^!!^
^ ||x*||+e||x*|| - (l+e)
Hence,




where p satisfies (3.2.7) .
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Remark 3.2.1
Since 1 +S«2 and 11 A~ XF"
from (3.2.7) we have
x* - A-V)^ [2|A|«||A;1|| II A^f^
F
Therefore,(3.2.6)is satisfied with p given by
(3.2.11) p = 2 |A| 5 || A"1/! Ha-^AoH + 6(1
Theorem 3.2.3
Let the following conditions be satisfied for each n.
1) The operator Fn satisfies the condition of corollary 3.2.1
2) F"1 exists and is linear.
3) Inequalities of definitions 3.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 are
satisfied.
Moreover, let the following hold.





Then the approximate equation (3.1.5) is soluble for
sufficiently large n and the' sequence of the approximate
solutions converges to the exact solution
i.e., lim ||x* - A"i(3c*)f| = o .
Proof:
Since A and A"* are 1-1 correspondances, ||A
II j, «
on
The operators AonAn :X—A and A'Lw, :X—>X are
and llA^H^o.
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linear and onto. Since A^ is extension of AQn defined on
X to X, we have
Therefore,
^oKnWll/llxll^l.x.XJ^ sup^ ( l|Ao
In the other words,
1= l|A^Aon||^ JIA^H and hence
Then from (3.2.12) it follows that lim 5^ = o,
n—^od
lim a[n) = o and lim a<n> = o.
n—*oo
From condition (3) and (3.2.1), for sufficiently large n
we have q^n^ 1. From the corollary 3.1.1 we get
x 2
II %Y\\ ^ -l-y-N< 2M. Since
H^lK 2M, 1 + g1^ 2,
from (3.2.7) and (3.2.6) we have
4Ml|x*
Since 1^ llA-iAnH^ || A^ || || ^ || . from the proof of theorem
2.2.3 we have
|M<M II^ | -2M.
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Therefore,
4M || x* ||
(l|AonAnH + 2SI|F II 11 On \\ > || **
.- 4M||x*|| a(n)
= Bo
where Bo, Bj^ and B2 are given by
Bo = 4M
and
B2 - || 1
Theorem 3.2.4
Let F"1 exist and be linear. Assume that the
inequalities of definitions 3.1.1 and 2.1.2 are satisfied
If f is given by
(3.2.13) f- |A| J_« HA"1!! (l+|A|a1) Ha'1?"^!! + Oj^CI+Ha F
then F has inverse and
(3.2.14) II F"1)] 1+ IIa:1?"^ ||+ |A| a II A:1 || II A" J-F^A




Let x* be an element of X. Then x* is a solution of
the equation
(3.2.15) F(x) = F(x*).
From definition 2.1.2 we find an element x = A"1^) f X with
x<W such that ||U(x*) - A"1^^ ^
By equation (2.1.1) we have x* - AU(x*) + F(x*) such that
= ||AU(x*) - AA;1(x)+F(x*)
^ |x|||u(x*) -A^^x
-e||x*||
where e= (|X| g. + \\n**)\\ )
v 1 ||x*|| )•
This inequality enables us to apply theorem 3.2.2 with the
new value of £.
The approximate equation F(x)=AF(x*) for (3.2.15)
has a solution x* - F^AF^*) . This implies that









=r ||x*|| + I l+lA|a|iAj|HA_-F ^AqH +|| A"1?"^!!I || F(x*)||
But









4.1 Application to Infinite System of Equations
Consider the following infinite system of equation:
oo
(4.1-D Uj -AI ajk uk - bj; j -1, 2, 3, ...
with the assumptions
(4.1.2) 2 |a |2< oo and I |b.|2/oo.
We have to find a solution for system (4.1.1) that
satisfies the condition
(4.1.3) 2 KI2< oo.
k-1 ^
One of the methods by which the required solution can
be found is the reduction method which consists of replacing
the infinite system (4.1.1) with a system of n equations with
n unknowns :
oo
(4-!-4) uj - Ak2iajkuk = bj ; j =1, 2, 3, ... , n.
The solution of the finite system (4.1.4) is an
approximate solution of the infinite system (4.1.1).
In the following, we investigate whether the approxi
mation theory discussed in earlier chapter is applicable here.
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IfX=l2, x = { v^} and y ={ bn}, the system (4.1.1)
can be written as a single equation:
(A. 1.5) F(x) = x - AU(x) =y ,
where U is completely continuous and is defined by the matrix
of the system
(4.1.6) z = U(x), vj - 2 aikuk ,
k=l
x= {un} and z= |vn} .
Let the space W be the finite-dimentional Euclidean
space ln. Let X be a subpsace of X consisting of vectors
whose coordinates beyond nth are zeros.
Let Ao, A"1 be defined as in chapter 3. Let A be
an extension of Ao defined as follows.
For x= {ujj ( I2 , let A(x) = x = (ultu2. ...,
Hence,
sup ||A(x)|| = sup <i lukl2)1* -1.
! x ||=l
Similarly || Aj| - || A^j - 1.
By application of approximation theory, the system (4.1.4)
can be written as
(4.1.7) f(x)=x- AU(x) =A(y).








a , a o a
nl n2 nn
Now we show that the inequalities of definitions 3.1.1,
2.1.2 and 2.1.3 are satisfied. For any x = (u,,u ,...,u ,o,...)
we have





vi = 2 a3
and the inequality of definition 3.1.1 is satisfied with 5= o.

































































• o as n >oo .
Thus the inequality of definition 2.1.2 is satisfied with
(n)
this a1
if y={bm}f x and y=[y ]n= (b1,b2>...,bn,o,...),
































Clearly, a«n^ >o as n—>co . Therefore, the approximation
theory in chapter 3 is applicable to this system. Thus from
theorem 3.2.3, the system (4.1.4) is soluble (if A is not
characteristic value of the operator U) for sufficiently
large n and the sequence of the approximate solutions converges
to the exact solution of system (4.1.1). The speed of con










where x* is the exact solution of (4.1.1) and x"n is the
solution of (4.1.4).
From (4.1.8) we see that A
-1*
x x so that
*(n)
Hence, from theorem 3.2.4 we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.1
If the system (4.1.4) has unique solution and
5-|A|«j
A will be a non-characteristic value of system (4.1.1) and
i+ Hf-1!! (i+HafII) .
1-r
Proof:
^t ||AO|| - || Ao 11=1 and in theorem 3.2.4
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4.2 Application to Integral Equations
Consider the following equation:
(4.2.1) x(s) - Aq/ h(s,t) x (t)dt = y(s) ; t, sf[o,l].
By numerical integration formula based on the points
t,,t2,•••,t we have
1
(4.2.2) / x(t)dt = 2 M.x(t) .
k=l
Equation (4.2.1) is satisfied at only base points.
Equations (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) give:
n
(4.2.3) x(tj)-A 2 ly^tj,^) x (tk)=y(tj) ; j-1.2 n.
k=l
This approximates the solution at t-.t^.-.-.t .
We now show that the approximate theory can be applied
to this system and that the equation (4.2.3) can be considered
as an approximate equation of equation (4.2.1).
Let y(s) , h(s,t) be continuous periodic functions of
period 1 in s and t. Let X = C be the space of all periodic
functions. Let W= I00 . The system (4.2.3) is regarded to
be an equation in the space W. Therefore, system (4.2.3) can
be represented by the equation
(4.2.4) F(x) = x- A0(x)=A(y).




; k= 1,2, ... ,n .
Let the operator U be defined by the matrix
It. / 1 1 x
(4.2-5)









Suppose A(x) = (x(t1) ,x(t2) , . . . ,x(tn)) such that || A || = \.
Let X be a subspace of X consisting of all continuous periodic
functions, linear in every interval of the form
fa, ,a,,,J with a, =— , k=o,l,...,n. Each such function
is defined by its value at the points a,,a2,...,a .
A A A
Since A coincides with A on X, for all xeX ,
= (x(t1),x(t2), .... x(tn))
= x =(v,,v0,...,v ) f W, and
'l'v2 n
j((tk)=x(ak) since
This gives x(a,)=v, . Since x = A~Xx),
A1
°









Let the modulus of continuity of the function h(s,t) as
functions in s and t respectively be given by
D (S) = sup|h(s+tr,t) - h(s,t) | , 04 s , t ^ J , I ° |^ 5 ,
s
Dt(5) = sup|h(s,t+a) - h(s,t) I , o <s, t 4 l , M^S ,
Next we find the expression for the error of the formula
(4.2.2) for a function of the form i(t)*(t), where z is a
periodic function such that the molulus of continuity of which
IS *

























- 1 2 [n / "x(t)dt-x(t,)"| z(t.)
n k=1 L ■_ k J k
ak





(4.2.7) n =x(tk) , k= 1,2, . . .
Consequently, the second term of (4.2.6) is zero
On taking \a\^8 =-^ , we get
(4.2.8)
1 n




r [Z(t) -z(tk)] x(t)dt
If z(t)=h(t. ,t) and z(tR) = h(t^ ,tk) then (4.2.8) gives






^ Dtv2n; I|XH *
This shows that the condition of definition 3.1.1 is
satisfied with a = Dt(^).
Let z ( X=C be any function whose modulus of contin
uity does not exceed D(S) and let z - A^ Afz) . Then z is linear
function defined by its values at the points &^,a^,..., a^.
Since S = A" A(z),A z = A(z)and the corresponding values of the
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functions z and z coincide at the points a,,ao,...a . Thus
i i. n
if , then







i= |aj+1-aj |=«, then | z(s)-z(aj)| ^ D(|)If |a|=
Similarly |z(s)-z(a.+1)|^ D(-). Consequently,
(4.2.9)
If z = U(x) , xfC = X then
(4-2.10) = |(Ux)(s) /h(s,t)x(t)dt







= Dg(5) || ac |f where |a|-
Now, if we take D(5) =DS(S) ||x|| , then D(^)=Dg(i) II x ||
which together with (4.2.9) give |z(s)-z(s)| <C Dg(-) ||x
Hence, from (4.2.10) we get ||U(x)-z ||^ Dg(i)l|x || .
Definition 2.1.2 is satisfied with a1=Dsy •
By the same argument as in the case of (4.2.9), for
y f X there is yfX such that





Since h(s,t), y(s) are continuous by assumption,
D (I) , d (-) , D(i) >o as n—> cri. This implies that
a, ar a2—>0 as n >od while || A || = 11 AQ|| = || A~ol\\ = 1 .
Consequently, the general theory of approximation is
applicable, and from theorem 3.2.3 if X is not characteristic
value of equation (4.2.1) then the system (4.2.3) is soluble
for sufficiently large n. Moreover, the sequence of the
approximate solutions A" x converges to the exact solution.
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